A newly developed gel centrifugation test for quantification of RBC-bound IgG antibodies and their subclasses IgG1 and IgG3: comparison with flow cytometry.
Novel gel centrifugation test (GCT) cards were evaluated with respect to their ability to estimate the quantity of IgG on RBCs and the determination of the IgG subclasses IgG1 and IgG3. In 65 patients with a positive DAT, the amount of IgG-gamma-, IgG1, and IgG3 on RBCs was examined by use of GCT cards and flow cytometry (FC) in parallel. The results were correlated with the presence or absence of hemolysis. In addition, D+ RBCs were studied after sensitization with anti-D sera from 22 alloimmunized pregnant women. The amount of IgG on the RBCs as determined by GCT dilution cards correlated with FC (r=0.70, p < 0.0001). IgG subclass results as determined by GCT IgG subclass cards were confirmed by FC in 14 cases with an anti-IgG-gamma-chain titer > or =300, whereas IgG subclass cards were not suitable in cases with anti-IgG-gamma-chain titers less than 300. In 44 patients with 2+ or 3+ DAT in the GCT and anti-IgG-gamma-chain titer < or =30, no hemolysis was observed, whereas hemolysis occurred in 13 of 14 patients with an anti-IgG-gamma-chain titer > or =300. GCT data obtained by IATs with anti-D sera were concordant with FC results. There is a correlation between the amount of RBC-bound IgG and immune hemolysis. The GCT cards that detect the anti-IgG-gamma-chain may be useful to predict hemolysis in patients with a 2+ or 3+ DAT in the GCT. The diagnostic value of GCT cards for IgG subclass testing should be investigated further.